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Ready to use resources in the classroom! 

Click here to use this social story with your students who might have anxieties around being in a

school where things look different. Social Stories are a great tool to share information about a

new or frightening situation in a safe and comforting way. Initially, Social Stories were

developed for people with autism in mind, but they can be helpful for any child.

Click here to use these visuals with your students- tips for students to enhance their own

comprehension.  

 

Click here to use this visual to remind students to follow COVID related health and safety

measures.

An understanding of the impact of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) (especially face

masks) on communication.

Tips and strategies on how to enhance the effectiveness of communication while wearing PPE.

The importance of maintaining proper vocal hygiene so that teachers can continue doing the

amazing work they do!

COVID-19 poses unique challenges to our most vulnerable students; those with existing communication

difficulties. In an effort to bring awareness to the challenges that face both teachers and students

alike, we will cover the following:
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While wearing a mask or other face covering has become the norm in our

schools, it poses challenges to everyone’s communication. These challenges

are even more significant for children with communication difficulties such

as students with language or cognitive impairments, autism spectrum

disorder, or learning difficulties.

Masks and other face coverings (e.g.visors):

 muffle speech, which makes pronunciation less clear and voices 

 harder to hear

      reduce non-verbal cues, which are a significant part of     

      communication(e.g. facial expressions, lip movement)

 affect the ability to hear high frequency  sounds (s, f, sh, th, ch) and 

 grammatical  information (e.g. possessives, plurals and past tense)

  

Students with communication difficulties may have a harder time making themselves

understood when wearing a mask.

Below you will find out what is the impact of masks on communication, as well

as some tips you can use to facilitate communication with your students while

wearing a mask.

"Say what? I can't hear you!""Say what? I can't hear you!"

Tips and strategies for communicating while wearing PPE

FACTS about masks and communicationFACTS about masks and communicationFACTS about masks and communication   



Tips to facilitate communicationTips to facilitate communicationTips to facilitate communication   

while wearing a maskwhile wearing a maskwhile wearing a mask

 This is a perfect opportunity to model and use core boards and talkers with your

verbally limited students!

Body language comprehension check

Use more gestures (e.g. natural hand and
body movements)

Exaggerate facial expressions and voice
intonation

Establish eye contact before speaking

Speak slightly louder than usual,  but
not excessively loud

Avoid walking and talking

Move to a quiet space or minimize
background noise (e.g. open windows and
doors, fans, etc.)

Improve the lighting in the room

Place students with communication
difficulties closer to you

environment

Repeat and rephrase the information often

Break down/chunk information and  use

short phrases when giving  instructions

(e.g. first, then, next)

Check for comprehension often (e.g. have

students repeat what they have heard, use

open-ended or "wh" questions)

tools

Write down important information

Use visuals (e.g. visual schedules,
diagrams, pictures, etc.)

When possible, use an FM or  a sound field
system



One of the most essential tools in a teacher’s teaching toolbox is their

voice. Voice strain is not uncommon to teachers, as they are constantly

using their voice to speak over noisy classrooms and impart knowledge to

their students, with little time in between to allow their voice to

recover. This places them at an increased risk of developing vocal

problems.

Find alternative ways,

such as clapping or a

soft bell, to grab your

students' attention as

opposed to raising your

voice

Use a microphone to

amplify your voice in

the classroom

New regulations of wearing face coverings and masks, physical

distancing, and virtual learning pose new challenges to maintain vocal

health. Teachers may find themselves having to speak louder so that

their students and colleagues can hear them clearly.

"Don't make me use my teacher voice!""Don't make me use my teacher voice!"

Tips to maintain vocal health

Here are some tips to protect your voice

Drink the

recommended amount

of water per day to

stay hydrated

Avoid irritants, such

as coffee and alcohol

Rest your voice, when

possible. Use your devices

or other tools (e.g.

whiteboard) to give your

vocal folds a break when

you're not teaching

Avoid throat clearing, as

it can cause swelling and

irritation to your vocal

cords. Try pausing,

taking a sip of water,

and continuing



Please reach out to us for specific support, training, workshops, video-

conferencing available to you through the Centre.

We are here to help you, better help your students.We are here to help you, better help your students.
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